Fixit Quilt • Prints designed by Beth Logan, Quilt designed by Michele Wojcicki
Please read all instructions before starting. All measurements provided are approximate.
Measure your quilt top before cutting. Finished quilt measures approximately 43.75” x
62.25”.
LEVEL: Beginner
Yardage Requirements: *Yardage based on 42” fabrics.
1 Fixit Panel #2320-600
2 yards Border Stripe #2320-500
1/3 yard Nuts & Bolts Rosewood #2320-306
1/8 yard Nuts & Bolts Mahogany #2320-301
2/3 yard Hardwood Pine #2320-209 (48” x 22”)
5/8 yard Pegboard Mahogany #2320-101
Cutting: LOF – Length of Fabric
From Fixit Panel #2320-600, trim the panel 1/2 inch past the printed panel to approx
22.75” x 41.25”. Your actual measurement may vary, and you should therefore adjust
your cuts below to match the actual size of your trimmed panel.
From Nuts & Bolts Rosewood #2320-306:
Cut four 2.5” strips then trim two to measure 22.75” in length and piece the others
together and trim them to measures 41.25” each.
From Nuts & Bolts Mahogany #2320-301:
Cut four squares measuring 3 1/2” square for second border cornerstones.
From Hardwood Pine #2320-209:
Match the pattern before piecing this if needed! Cut four strips 3.5” going with
the grain of the wood. Then cut two to measure 27.25” in length, and two to
measure 45.75” in length.
From Pegboard Mahogany #2320-101:
Cut six strips measuring 2.5” for the binding (set aside)
Cut one 4” strip, and then cut four 4” squares for the third border corner blocks,
and four 2.5” squares for the first border corner blocks.
From Border Stripe #2320-500:
Fussy cut four 4” strips making sure you center the saw blades and hammers in
the 4” strip. Then cut two strips to measure 33.25” in length, and two strips to
measure 51.75” in length. These will be used for the third border on the quilt.
Fussy cut four 2.5” strips making sure you center the remaining hinges on the
fabric for the final border. Then cut two strips to measure 45” in length, and two
strips to measure 63” in length (make sure you have enough to miter the corner
using your favorite method).
Assembly: *Note: Set and press all seam allowances as directed. Use .25” seam
allowance.

1st Border Rosewood Nuts & Bolts:
Piece the 41.25 x 2.5” Rosewood Nuts and Bolts to the sides of the panel. Press seams to
the border. Piece the 2.5” squares of Mahogany Pegboard to the ens of the 2.5” x 22.75”
strips of the Rosewood Nuts and Bolts. Press seams to the Nuts and Bolts strip. Stitch
them to the top and bottom of the Panel. Press seams to the border.
2nd Border Pine Hardwood:
If piecing is needed to achieve the lengths, match the pattern and piece them to size.
Some kits may include the length needed for each cut. Take the pieces measuring 3.5” x
45.75” and stitch them to the two sides of the quilt. Press seam to the Hardwood strips.
Piece the Mahogany Nuts and Bolts 3.5” squares to each side of the Hardwood pieces
measuring 3.5” x 27.25” and press seams toward the hardwood. Stitch these pieces to the
top and bottom and press seams to the outside of the quilt. This completes the second
border.
3rd Border Saw Blades/Hammers:
Stitch the 4” x 51.75” pieces to the two sides of the quilt making sure the hammers are
next to the hardwood, and the saw blades are to the outside of the quilt. Press the seams
to the hammers. Piece the 4” Mahogany Pegboard squares to each end of the 4” x 33.25”
strips. Press seams to the border stripe. Be sure that the hammers are next to the
hardwood, and the saw blades are to the outside of the quilt. Press seams to the outside
of the quilt.
4th Border Hinges:
Stitch the final Hinges border onto the quilt. You can either make additional corner
blocks with remaining fabric, or miter the corners as you wish. Make sure again each side
is positioned correctly so that the hinges are all going the correct direction when done.
Layer and Quilt as desired.

